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(ft. Emilio Rojas & Rich Rivera)

It's E to the MA ela yeah
M-Phazes

Hook :
Holdin it down I'ma be need this you I beat this no
questioning
holding it down the streets won't let you breathe and
suffocating
holdin it down through the fortune and fame, the
struggle and pain
I'm not gonna change down, I'ma remain the same

I got people that arrive for me
people that would die for me
but in better role my people stay alive for me
this for the glow the vice crib and the vice..
keep myself small but it's tight ..in the life in
my time rolling it's time growing in vain
put in the back of my mind I'm going no change
there's no fame of the place is gonna replace now
that's why I came from
the God is the way of my name
the game tuff I see the ..corrupt
most humbling strong you see the running
'cause people ..hoping something go wrong
they keep coming keep s*cking you dry
and bluff to your heart to eat something
surround yourself the vultures and snakes
hustles and jackes the winner and ..should ships
where all spend it in the ..to hate
you can pay for reviews even credits I was ..
but through this struggle the pain the fire, the rain
the trouble that stay bubling and one thing remain
we we holdin it do-down, we holdin it do-down
we holdin it down, yeah we holdin shit down

Hook :
Holdin it down I'ma be need this you I beat this no
questioning
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holding it down the streets won't let you breathe and
suffocating
holdin it down through the fortune and fame, the
struggle and pain
I'm not gonna change, holdin it down, I'ma remain the
same

Is so..but I think I can get used to the ..
this fly dames love and ..this is
picking it hot this is investement in..
I come a long way from ..test
from the depths of a ..the fresh
until the fresh air and beautiful chicks
it all ..cause we're movin in whips
nothing is something I'm losin my grips
because I'm stucking the ..for the trick and using the
front
is timing in here
so I cherish the honesty 'cause is rare and the ..the
clips
I..and trips see the..from the trip
my new ..and shifted now
there's where I seat I'm close to the..
I can see the jewels and glips and the fame the game
and the truth for official
right from the fake close to the..you play
before you realize you ..I merely been
tryin to ..tell em hoe much more and how much more
tell your..
I hold the shit down 'cause too much

[2x Hook:]

si holdin it down yeah
and ..
is holdin it down yeah
and faces is holdin it down yeah
and this is how we rock 'cause we on top
'cause we holdin it down yeah oh oh oh
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